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Abstract: We investigate the strong stabilization of a wind turbine tower
model in the plane of the turbine blades, which comprises a nonuniform
SCOLE system and a two-mass drive-train model (with gearbox). The control
input is the torque created by the electrical generator. Using a strong stabi-
lization theorem for a class of impedance passive linear systems with bounded
control and observation operators, we show that the wind turbine tower model
can be strongly stabilized. The control is by static output feedback from the
angular velocities of the nacelle and the generator rotor.
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1. Introduction

Wind power has become an important source of clean energy, whose investment
is expected to expand from 18 billion dollars worldwide in 2006 to 60 billion dollars
in 2016, see Laks et al. [15] or [25]. Larger wind turbines are being employed
further offshore because of restrictions on land use and to harvest more energy. The
National Renewable Energy Laboratory offshore 5MW baseline wind turbine model
in Jonkman et al. [13] represents the current typical offshore turbines. Each blade
of this model turbine weighs almost 18 tons and is 61.5 m long. Its nacelle (with
the hub) weighs almost 300 tons. This turbine has a tower standing 87.6 m above
the sea level with a base diameter of 6 m and with linear density (mass per height)
decreasing with height (as the diameter decreases with height).

From the above description, it is clear that offshore wind turbines with their
towers are very flexible structures rather than rigid bodies. They are particularly
susceptible to severe weather, turbulence, and other effects such as the wake impact
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a wind turbine tower. The left picture shows
the vibrations in the vertical plane of the turbine axis, while the right picture shows
the vibrations in the plane of the turbine blades.

of upwind machines, which can generate significant fluctuating loads and vibrations
and thus cause fatigue. These fluctuating loads and vibrations will also reduce the
life expectancy of other components such as the low speed shaft and the gearbox,
and thus increase the maintenance cost of the turbine, which is a critical problem
in the wind energy industry, see Anaya-Lara et al. [1], Heier [11] and [17].

There are plans to develop offshore wind turbines with maximal power up to 20
MW, which requires the rotor diameter to be over 252 m and this requires even
higher towers to be built that will have to bear an even larger weight, see [21].
The structural solution is to make these towers more rigid and stiff to handle the
increased weight and the increased fluctuating loads, which is very costly.

Thus, it is an important task to develop control techniques that may reduce the
vibrations of the wind turbine tower and drive-train to increase their life expectancy,
and to allow lighter, more flexible and hence cheaper towers to be built. Preferably
this should be achieved with minimal additional investment into actuators: indeed,
we propose to achieve the damping of the vibrations in the plane of the turbine
blades (see the right side of Figure 1) by counteracting them via the generator
electric torque, which in the case of a synchronous machine can be controlled via
the q-axis current (a certain linear combination of the three phase currents) and
hence can be adjusted very fast in the current control loop of the generator-side
AC/DC converter. This control action needs to take place in the frequency band
where the resonant frequencies of the tower are located, which is above 0.3 Hz, see
[13, Table 9-1], while the main control action of maximum power point tracking (to
optimize power capture) takes place at frequencies below 0.25 Hz, see [13, Figure 7-5
and Table 7-2], as dictated by the low-pass filter in Figure 2. Thus, the two control
actions can be added without disturbing each other much. The new control loop
proposed in this paper is on the left edge in Figure 2, mainly the tower controller,
while the remaining part is as in [13, Figure 7-5], see also [1, 15]. The additional
physical components required to implement our control law are really minimal: we
do not need any additional actuator, since we act on the system via the existing
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the baseline control system for a wind turbine, including
the proposed tower vibration controller seen at the left edge.

controller of the generator-side converter, to influence the stator currents. The only
additional component that our control needs is an angular velocity sensor for the
nacelle, and perhaps an extra digital controller, in case the processor controlling the
generator-side converter cannot be used for some reason. (The angular velocity of
the generator is already being measured, regardless of our proposed control loop.)
Altogether, the added cost to the turbine is negligible.

In this paragraph we discuss the inherent limitations of our proposed controller.
First of all, as already mentioned, we are only talking about vibrations in the plane of
the turbine blades (see the right side of Figure 1), and this includes the vibrations
in the low-speed shaft, that is part of our model. The vibrations in the vertical
plane of the turbine axis (see the left side of Figure 1) are easier to treat from the
mathematical point of view, and this was done in our paper [28], but the technical
implementation would require an additional actuator (we do not discuss this here).
We anticipate that our controller (for vibrations in the plane of the turbine blades)
would be used mainly in “region 3”, that is, the range of strong wind speeds where
the turbine is set to extract constant power (see [1], [13], [15], [22]) and the main
task is to protect the turbine. In this region the low-pass filter from Figure 2 may be
set to a lower corner frequency (such as 0.1 Hz), so that the main torque controller
will not interfere much with our tower vibration controller. We mention that, as
always in practice, there is an upper limit to the range of frequencies that can be
handled by the tower controller: this is dictated by the bandwidth of the current
loop that controls the q-axis current of the generator, and this is of the order of 100
Hz. Our mathematical analysis does not take this limitation into account, but in
practice we can only expect that the tower controller will suppress vibrations that
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correspond approximately to the first 20 eigenvalues of the tower system in the plane
of the turbine blades. We think that vibrations at frequencies above 100 Hz are not
significant for the wear of the tower and the drive train.

In [28] we have shown the generic strong stabilization of this wind turbine tower
model Σ on its natural state space using electrical torque control and feedback
from the angular velocities of the nacelle and the generator rotor. In this paper we
remove the “generic” condition, see Theorem 4.2, that relies on a powerful strong
stabilization theorem for a class of impedance passive systems due to Batty and
Phong [2], see Theorem 3.4. We also rely on a powerful observability result of Guo
and Ivanov [9]. Our main result is that the feedback

Te(t) = k
1

J
wxt(l, t) + k

1

JG
((θm)t(t)− wxt(l, t)) ,

where k > 0, strongly stabilizes the wind turbine tower. Here Te(t) is the electric
torque, wxt(l, t) is the angular velocity of the nacelle and (θm)t(t) is the angular
velocity of the generator with respect to the nacelle. For the meaning of the constants
above and more details of the model see Section 2. In a practical implementation
we would have to use a band-pass filtered version of the control signal Te expressed
above. The lower corner frequency would be of the order of 0.3 Hz, so that our tower
vibration controller will not interfere with the main torque controller (which does
maximum power point tracking in region 2 or constant power tracking in region
3), since the main torque controller acts in a lower frequency range, as already
discussed. Thus, the tower vibration controller would not significantly interfere
with the amount of power produced. The higher corner frequency of the band-pass
filter would be of the order of 100 Hz, for reasons discussed earlier. The band-pass
filter is not included in our model when we prove strong stability. We believe that a
high-pass filter could be included, at the expense of getting the computations more
complicated. A low-pass filter could not be included, because it would “kill” the
stabilizing effect on high frequency eigenvalues of the model. However, in practice,
we are only interested in the lower eigenvalues, as explained a little earlier.

In Section 2 we recall the modelling of this coupled system, based on earlier papers
of ours. In Section 3 we recall some background on impedance passive systems, in
particular the theorem of Batty and Phong mentioned earlier. In Section 4 we show
the strong stabilization of the wind turbine tower model Σ by static output feedback
as described above, using Batty and Phong’s theorem.

2. Modelling the system

In Zhao and Weiss [27, 28], we have studied the well-posedness, controllability and
strong stabilization of a wind turbine tower model. We decompose the system into
one subsystem describing the vibrations in the plane of the turbine axis and another
subsystem in the plane of the turbine blades, as shown in Figure 1. We have shown
that the subsystem describing vibrations in the vertical plane of the turbine axis can
be strongly stabilized using either force control (with the velocity of the nacelle as
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Figure 3: The two-mass drive-train model with gearbox. Ta is the active torque from
the turbine and Te is the electric torque of the generator, which acts between the
rotor (connected to the high speed shaft) and the stator (connected to the nacelle).

measurement output), or torque control (with the angular velocity of the nacelle as
measurement output). The force control can be obtained by modulating the blade
pitch angle, while the torque control can be obtained by an electrically driven mass
located in the nacelle. We have modelled the wind turbine tower in the plane of
the turbine axis as a nonuniform SCOLE system with either force control or torque
control, as studied in Guo [8] and Guo and Ivanov [9]. In the plane of the turbine
blades we were only able to prove generic strong stabilization, i.e., only for an open
and dense set of parameters. In this paper, we remove the genericity condition, so
that the controlled system will be strongly stable in the natural state space.

In [27, 28] we have modelled the wind turbine tower in the plane of the turbine
blades as a non-uniform SCOLE system coupled with a two-mass drive-train model
(see Figure 3), as studied in Hansen et al. [10], and in Wang and Weiss [22, 23],
to take into account the effect of the vibration torque transferred from the turbine
blades to the nacelle by the gearbox. This model Σ is described below:

ρ(x)wtt(x, t) + (EI(x)wxx(x, t))xx = 0, (x, t) ∈ (0, l)× [0,∞), (2.1)

w(0, t) = 0, wx(0, t) = 0, (2.2)

mwtt(l, t)− (EIwxx)x(l, t) = 0, (2.3)

Jwxtt(l, t) + EI(l)wxx(l, t) = Tlss(t) + Thss(t)− bm(θm)t(t)− Te(t), (2.4)

(θT )tt(t) =
1

JT

(
Ta(t)− Tlss(t)

)
− wxtt(l, t), (2.5)

(θm)tt(t) =
1

JG

(
Thss(t)− bm(θm)t(t)− Te(t)

)
+ wxtt(l, t), (2.6)

θk(t) = θT (t)−
θm(t)

ng

, (2.7)

Tlss(t) = Ksθk(t) + Cs(θk)t(t) = ngThss(t), (2.8)

where the subscripts t and x denote derivatives with respect to the time t and the
position x, respectively. The equations (2.1)–(2.4) are a non-uniform SCOLE model
describing the movement of the tower and the nacelle, while the equations (2.5)–
(2.8) are a two-mass drive-train model (based on [22]). They are coupled through
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the angular velocity of the nacelle and the total torque acting on the nacelle from
the gearbox and from the electrical generator.

In the above equations w stands for the transverse displacement of the tower, l is
the height of the tower, and EI and ρ are the flexural rigidity function and the mass
density function. m > 0 and J > 0 are the mass and the moment of inertia of the
nacelle. We assume that ρ,EI ∈ C4[0, l] are strictly positive. Te is the electric torque
control created by the electrical generator. θT and θm are the angles of the turbine
rotor and generator rotor with respect to the nacelle. θk is the angular difference
between the endpoints of the low-speed shaft. JT > 0 is the rotational inertia of the
turbine blades and other lows-speed components (for example the hub) while JG > 0
is the rotational inertia of the generator rotor. Ks > 0 and Cs ≥ 0 are the torsional
stiffness and torsional damping coefficient of the low-speed shaft. Ta is the active
torque from the turbine, which is a disturbance from our point of view. ng is the
gearbox ratio. bm is the damping coefficient of the high speed shaft. Clearly J > JG

(this fact will be used in the proof of the main result). Tlss and Thss are the torque
acting on the gear box from the low speed shaft and high speed shaft, respectively.
Therefore Tlss(t) + Thss(t)− bm(θm)t(t)− Te(t) on the right-hand side of (2.4) is the
total torque acting on the nacelle from the gearbox and from the electrical generator.
The two-mass drive-train model in [22] was derived under the assumption that the
nacelle is fixed. Here we take into account the angular acceleration of the nacelle
in (2.5)–(2.6), where (θT )tt(t) + wxtt(l, t) and (θm)tt(t) − wxtt(l, t) are the angular
accelerations of the turbine rotor and generator rotor with respect to the earth. We
have here a SCOLE system (infinite dimensional) coupled to a two-mass drive-train
system (finite dimensional) as in [26], but we do not use the results in [26].

In this paper we can always assume bm > 0, because even if the natural damping
coefficient (expressing the viscous friction) b′m is zero, we can ensure that bm > 0 by
adding droop control to the overall control system: choose β > 0 and set

T ′
e = βωm + Te , (2.9)

where ωm = (θm)t and T ′
e is the actual electric torque, see the left edge of Figure 2.

The total torque acting on the nacelle due to electric torque and viscous friction is

T ′
e + b′mωm = Te + bmωm ,

where bm = β + b′m, and this torque appears in (2.4) and (2.6). We mention that
droop control is used in most electrical generators to help stabilize the system, see
for instance Kundur [14], Zhong and Weiss [29].

It is of course debatable to which extent the above mathematical model is real-
istic. For example, it could be argued that a more accurate model would take into
account the torque created by the weight of the tower and the moment of inertia
of infinitesimal tower segments - see our discussion around formula (1.15) in [28].
Other, more complex beam models could be even more realistic, but more difficult
to work with. Moreover, we have not taken into account the coupling between the
vibrations of the blades and the vibrations of the tower. What we can say about
this is that any model has its limitations but we hope that the feedback proposed
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in this paper would work also on the true system, because the true system is also
impedance passive and our feedback is based on the idea of extracting energy out
of the vibrations of an impedance passive system. In a practical implementation,
our goal would be to introduce damping into the first few eigenvalues of the system
(i.e., to move them to the left in the complex plane) and we believe that our model
is accurate enough at relatively low frequencies to achieve this goal.

3. Feedback stabilization for a class of impedance passive
linear systems

We shall need a strong stabilization result due to Batty and Phong [2]. Instead
of just stating the result, we explain a bit the background and intuition behind it.

Passive systems are a class of dynamical systems that can dissipate energy but
cannot produce energy. In particular, impedance passive systems exchange power
with their environment at a rate that is the inner product between the instantaneous
values of the input and the output signals. For the theory of impedance passive linear
infinite dimensional systems we refer to Staffans [18], [19] and Staffans and Weiss
[20]. For the closely related concept of port-Hamiltonian system (usually not linear)
see for instance Lozano et al. [16] and in the linear infinite-dimensional context, we
refer to the recent book Jacob and Zwart [12].

In this paper we consider only the very particular context of linear systems Σ
described by the equations {

ż(t) = Az(t) +Bu(t) ,

y(t) = Cz(t) +Du(t) ,
(3.1)

with the input space U , state spaceX and output space U . Here A is the generator of
a strongly continuous semigroup T onX, B ∈ L(U,X), C ∈ L(X,U) andD ∈ L(U).
The functions u ∈ L2

loc([0,∞);U), z ∈ C([0,∞), X) and y ∈ C([0,∞), U) are the
input signal, state trajectory and output signal, respectively. The transfer function
of Σ is G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B +D. The basic reference for such systems is Curtain
and Zwart [7]. We define the operators Ψ by

(Ψz0)(t) = CTtz0 ∀ z0 ∈ X. (3.2)

It is clear that Ψ ∈ L (X,L2
loc([0,∞);U)).

Definition 3.1. The system Σ from (3.1) is impedance passive if it satisfies the
following condition: if u, z and y are as in (3.1), then for any time τ ≥ 0, the
following inequality holds:

∥z(τ)∥2 − ∥z(0)∥2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re ⟨u(t), y(t)⟩dt. (3.3)

We may regard (3.3) is an energy balance inequality: E(t) = 1
2
∥z(t)∥2 is the

energy stored in the system at the time t, and Re ⟨u(t), y(t)⟩ is the incoming power
of the system Σ at the time t.
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The following proposition follows from a more general result in Staffans [19].

Proposition 3.2. The system Σ from (3.1) is impedance passive if and only if the
operator

N =

[
A B

−C −D

]
, D(N) = D(A)× U ,

is dissipative.

We mention that if the above operator N is dissipative then it is automatically
m-dissipative. In a more general context (well-posed systems or system nodes) we
would have to require m-dissipativity. If D = 0, then the condition that N is
dissipative is equivalent to the facts that A is dissipative and C = B∗, as it is easy
to verify (see also Curtain [4] for related operator inequalities).

Definition 3.3. The system Σ (or the semigroup T) from (3.1) is called strongly
stable if Ttz→ 0 as t→∞, for all z ∈ X. The system Σ (or the semigroup T) is
called exponentially stable if its growth bound is negative.

Static output feedback stabilization of the system Σ from (3.1) means finding a
feedback operatorK ∈ L(U), such that the system with the input u = Ky+v, where
v is the new input function, is stable in some sense. The state trajectories of the
closed-loop system satisfy ż(t) = AKz(t)+BKv(t), whereAK = A+B(I−KD)−1KC
and BK = B(I−KD)−1. The operator AK generates the semigroup TK . If K exists
such that TK is exponentially or strongly stable, then we call the original system
exponentially or strongly stabilizable by static output feedback, respectively.

Many references have investigated impedance passive systems with the feedback
operator K = −kI, where k > 0. This is often called collocated control. The
idea behind this choice of K is that for v = 0, i.e., for u = −ky, the right-hand
side of (3.3) is zero or negative and so the energy of the system is nonincreasing.
Under certain conditions this feedback leads to exponential stability, see for instance
Curtain and Weiss [5, 24] and the references therein.

Although exponential stabilization is the most desirable, often it is impossible to
achieve. In this case, the best we can hope for is strong stabilization. Now we state a
strong stabilization theorem for a class of impedance passive systems with collocated
control. This result follows from Theorem 14 in [2] and it is a strengthening of the
result in Benchimol [3]. A generalization will be given in Curtain and Weiss [6].

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the system Σ from (3.1) is such that A is m-dissipative
with compact resolvents, C = B∗ and D = 0.

Then for every k > 0, if

{x ∈ X |Ψx = 0 and ∥Ttx∥ = ∥T∗
tx∥ = ∥x∥ ∀ t > 0 } = {0} (3.4)

where Ψ is the operator defined in (3.2), then the semigroup Tk generated by Ak =
A− kBB∗ and its dual are strongly stable.

Note that if (A,B∗) is approximately observable on [0,∞), i.e., the null-space of
Ψ is only {0}, then (3.4) holds. Note also that the semigroup Tk corresponds to the
feedback u = −ky + v, where v is the new input (typically zero).
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4. Strong stabilization of the wind turbine tower model

In this section, we analyze the strong stabilization of the wind turbine tower model
(in the plane of the turbine blades) Σ, described by (2.1)–(2.8), using Theorem 3.4.

First we formulate Σ as a state space system. The natural state of Σ, at the time
t, is

z(t) =



z1(t)
z2(t)
z3(t)
z4(t)
z5(t)
z6(t)
z7(t)


=



w(·, t)
wt(·, t)
wt(l, t)
wxt(l, t)

(θT )t(t) + wxt(l, t)
(θm)t(t)− wxt(l, t)

θk(t)


, (4.1)

where z1, z2 are the transverse displacement and the transverse velocity of the tower,
z3, z4 are the velocity and the angular velocity of the nacelle, z5, z6 are the angular
velocities of the turbine rotor and generator rotor with respect to the earth and z7
is the angular difference between the endpoints of the low-speed shaft.

The energy state space of Σ is

X = H2
l (0, l)× L2[0, l]× C5 . (4.2)

Here
H2

l (0, l) = {h ∈ H2(0, l) | h(0) = 0, hx(0) = 0} ,
where Hn (n ∈ N) denote the usual Sobolev spaces. The natural norm on X
(squared) is

∥z(t)∥2 =

∫ l

0

EI(x)|z1xx(x, t)|2dx+

∫ l

0

ρ(x)|z2(x, t)|2dx+m|z3(t)|2 + J |z4(t)|2

+ JT |z5(t)|2 + JG|z6(t)|2 +Ks|z7(t)|2 ,

which represents twice the physical energy of Σ.

We use collocated sensors and actuators by choosing C = B∗ and D = 0, i.e.,
we define the output to be y = B∗z. Then the state space formulation of Σ from
(2.1)–(2.8), with no disturbance (i.e., with Ta = 0) is{

ż(t) = Az(t) + Bu(t) ,

y(t) = B∗z(t) ,
(4.3)

where u = Te is the control input. The operators A and B are defined by

A

[
ξ
ς

]
=



ξ2
−ρ−1(x)

(
EI(x)(ξ1)xx(x)

)
xx

m−1
(
EI(ξ1)xx

)
x
(l)

−EI(l)
J

(ξ1)xx(l) +
Ks(1+ng)

Jng
ς3 − bm

J
(ς2 + ξ4) +

Cs(1+ng)

Jng
κ

−Ks

JT
ς3 − Cs

JT
κ

Ks

JGng
ς3 − bm

JG
(ς2 + ξ4) +

Cs

JGng
κ

κ


, (4.4)
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where κ = ς1 − 1
ng
ς2 − 1+ng

ng
ξ4,

D(A) =

{[
ξ
ς

]
∈
[
H4(0, l) ∩H2

l (0, l)
]
×H2

l (0, l)× C5
∣∣∣ ξ3 = ξ2(l)

ξ4 = (ξ2)x(l)

}
.

B =
[
0 0 0 − 1

J
0 − 1

JG
0
]T

.

It is clear that B is bounded, i.e., B ∈ L(C, X).

We will need the following proposition from our paper [28]:

Proposition 4.1. The generator A from (4.4) is m-dissipative with compact resol-
vents on the state space X.

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 4.2. The wind turbine tower model Σ from (4.3) is strongly stabilized on
the state space X from (4.2) by the static output feedback u = −ky + v, where

y(t) = B∗z(t) = − 1

J
wxt(l, t)−

1

JG
((θm)t(t)− wxt(l, t))

and v is the new input function. The feedback gain k may be any positive number.

Proof. We define the energy of the system Σ as E(t) = 1
2
∥z(t)∥2. Then we have

Ė(t) =
1

2
⟨ż(t), z(t)⟩+ 1

2
⟨z(t), ż(t)⟩

= Re ⟨Az(t) +Bu(t), z(t)⟩ = Re ⟨Az(t), z(t)⟩+ Re ⟨u(t), y(t)⟩ .

From (4.4) of our paper [28], we have Re ⟨Az(t), z(t)⟩ = −bm(θm)
2
t (t) − Cs(θk)

2
t (t),

so that
Ė(t) = Re ⟨u(t), y(t)⟩ − bm(θm)

2
t (t)− Cs(θk)

2
t (t) .

Thus, for every τ > 0,

E(τ)− E(0) =

∫ τ

0

Re ⟨u(t), y(t)⟩dt− bm

∫ τ

0

(θm)
2
t (t)dt− Cs

∫ τ

0

(θk)
2
t (t)dt. (4.5)

Recall that we assume that bm > 0 and Cs ≥ 0. We have

y(t) = B∗z(t) = − 1

J
wxt(l, t)−

1

JG
((θm)t(t)− wxt(l, t)) . (4.6)

Suppose z0 ∈ X is such that Ψz0 = 0 and ∥Ttz0∥ = ∥z0∥ for all t > 0. We consider
the state trajectory of (4.3) corresponding to the initial state z0 and u = 0. From
E(τ) = E(0) and (4.5) we obtain that for every τ > 0,

bm

∫ τ

0

(θm)
2
t (t)dt+ Cs

∫ τ

0

(θk)
2
t (t)dt = 0 ,
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which implies that (θm)t(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. Now from Ψz0 = 0 and (4.6), we have
wxt(l, t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. Here we have used that J ̸= JG (because J is much larger
than JG). Then from (2.6) (with Te = 0) we get that Thss(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. From
(2.8) we get that Tlss(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. From (2.5) (with Ta = 0) we get that
(θT )tt(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0, so that (θT )t is a constant. From (2.8) we have

Ksθk(t) + Cs(θk)t(t) = 0 . (4.7)

But by differentiating (2.7) we have (θk)t = (θT )t which, as we have seen, is a
constant. The only solution of (4.7) for which (θk)t is constant is θk = 0. Hence, for
all t > 0, we have θk(t) = 0 and hence (θT )t(t) = 0.

Since the SCOLE model with output wxt(l, ·) is approximately observable (see
Corollary 2.2 in Guo and Ivanov [9]), and since our system (2.1)-(2.4) is now a
SCOLE model with output wxt(l, ·), we obtain that the tower states z1(t), z2(t) and
z3(t) are also zero for all t ≥ 0. Thus, we have proved that for the combined system
Σ we have z(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. From Proposition 4.1 we know that A has compact
resolvents on X. Clearly B is a bounded operator from C to X. Thus, the system
Σ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.4. According to this theorem, Σ is strongly
stabilized by the static output feedback u = −ky + v, for any k > 0.

5. Conclusions

We have obtained a strongly stabilizing static output feedback for a wind turbine
tower model in the plane of the turbine blades, comprising the drive train and
generator, using electrical torque control and measurements of the angular velocities
of the nacelle and the electrical generator. The proposed feedback signal should be
high-pass filtered to avoid interference with the main electric torque controller. We
have reformulated the wind turbine model with our chosen output in the abstract
form (4.3) with B being bounded and with A being m-dissipative with compact
resolvents. Our proof is based on a stabilization theorem of Batty and Phong and
an observability result for the SCOLE system due to Guo and Ivanov.

The above feedback in the tower control system should be used in addition to
the maximum power point tracking feedback, and it should reduce the vibrations
of the tower. This research should help to use lighter, more flexible wind turbine
towers, and extend the life expectancy of existing towers, by reducing the wear on
the gearbox and the low-speed shaft.
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